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ABSTRACT
The following coding scenario is addressed: A number of audio source signals need to be transmitted or
stored for the purpose of mixing stereo, multi-channel surround, wavefield synthesis, or binaural signals after
decoding the source signals. The proposed technique offers significant coding gain when jointly coding the
source signals, compared to separately coding them, even when no redundancy is present between the source
signals. This is possible by considering statistical properties of source signals, properties of mixing techniques,
and spatial perception. The sum of the source signals is transmitted plus the statistical properties which
determine the spatial cues at the mixer output. Informal subjective evaluation indicates that the proposed
scheme achieves high audio quality.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, coding of a plurality of audio sources
for the purpose of mixing after decoding is ad-
dressed. ”Object based” audio systems require stor-
age/transmission of the audio sources such that they
can be mixed at the decoder side as desired. Also
wave field synthesis systems are often driven with
audio source signals. ISO/IEC MPEG-4 [1, 2, 3] ad-
dresses a general object-based coding scenario. It
defines the scene description (= mixing parameters)
and uses for each (”natural”) source signal a sepa-
rate mono audio coder. However, when a complex
scene with many sources is to be coded the bitrate
becomes high since the bitrate scales with the num-
ber of sources. An object based audio system is il-

lustrated in Figure 1. A number of audio source
signals are coded and stored/transmitted. The re-
ceiver mixes the decoded audio source signals to gen-
erate stereo [4, 5], surround [6, 5], wavefield synthesis
[7, 8, 9], or binaural signals [10, 11].

It would be desirable to have an efficient coding
paradigm for audio sources that will be mixed af-
ter decoding. However, from an information theo-
retic point of view, there is no additional coding gain
when jointly coding independent sources compared
to independently coding them. For example, given a
number of independent instrument signals the best
one can do with conventional wisdom is to apply to
each instrument signal one coder (e.g. a perceptual
audio coder such as AAC [12], AC-3 [13], ATRAC
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Fig. 1: The general problem that is addressed: Coding
of a number of source signals for the purpose of mix-
ing stereo, multi-channel, wavefield synthesis, or binau-
ral audio signals with the decoded source signals.

[14], MP3 [15], or PAC [16]).

Nevertheless, it is shown in this paper that joint-
coding can be significantly more efficient than in-
dependent coding of the sources for a specific ap-
plication scenario. Sources are joint-coded for the
purpose of mixing after decoding. In this case, con-
sidering properties of the source signals, the mixing
process, and spatial perception it is possible to sig-
nificantly reduce the bitrate. The sources are repre-
sented as a single mono sum signal plus about 3kb/s
side information per source. Conventional coding
would require for 10 sources about 10·80 = 800 kb/s.
The proposed technique requires only 80 + 10 · 3 =
110 kb/s and thus is significantly more efficient than
conventional coding. (It was assumed that 80 kb/s
are needed for high quality coding of a mono audio
signal).

Previously, we addressed a special case of the de-
scribed coding problem with a scheme denoted Bin-
aural Cue Coding (BCC) for Flexible Rendering
[17, 18, 19]. By storing/transmitting only the sum of
the given source signals plus low bitrate side infor-
mation, low bitrate is achieved. However, the source
signals can not be recovered at the decoder and the
scheme was limited to stereo and multi-channel sur-
round signal generation. Also, only simplistic mix-
ing was used, based on amplitude and delay panning.
Thus, the direction of sources could be controlled
but no other auditory spatial image attributes. An-
other limitation of this scheme was its limited audio
quality. Especially, a decrease in audio quality as

Fig. 2: A number of source signals are stored or trans-
mitted as sum signal plus side information. The side in-
formation represents statistical properties of the source
signals. At the receiver the source signals are recovered.

the number of sources is increased.

The proposed scheme for joint-coding of audio
source signals is illustrated in Figure 2. Similarly
to BCC for Flexible Rendering it is based on only
transmitting1 the sum of the audio source signals.
But it overcomes the limitation that only simplistic
mixers can be used and the quality does not anymore
degrade as the number of source signals is increased.
In addition to the sum signal also side information
is transmitted.

The side information represents the statistical prop-
erties of the source signals which are the most im-
portant factors determining the perceptual spatial
cues of the mixer output signals. It will be shown
that these properties are temporally evolving spec-
tral envelopes and auto-correlation functions. About
3 kb/s of side information is needed per source sig-
nal. A conventional audio or speech coder is used to
efficiently represent the sum signal.

At the receiver, the source signals are recovered such
that the before mentioned statistical properties ap-
proximate the corresponding properties of the orig-
inal source signals. A stereo, surround, wavefield

1In the following transmitting a number of source signals
always means either transmitting them or storing them on a
medium.
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synthesis, or binaural mixer is applied after decoding
of the source signals to generate the output signal.

Conceptually, the aim of the proposed scheme
is not to recover the clean source signals and
it is not intended that one listens to these
source signals separately prior to mixing. The
goal is that the mixed output signal percep-
tually approximates the reference signal (the
signal generated with the same mixer sup-
plied with the original source signals).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains
the psychoacoustic assumptions which are made.
The proposed scheme for joint-coding of indepen-
dent source signals is described in Section 3. Section
4 describes how the proposed scheme is implemented
without explicit decoding of the source signals by use
of a BCC decoder [17, 18, 20], parametric stereo de-
coder [21], or MPEG Surround decoder [22, 23] as
a decoder/mixer. Section 5 describes how the pro-
posed scheme is implemented using an FFT-based or
QMF filterbank. Discussion of the proposed scheme
and informal subjective evaluation are described in
Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Conclusions are pre-
sented in Section 8.

2. PSYCHOACOUSTIC ASSUMPTIONS

For headphone playback, the psychoacoustic as-
sumption we are making is that the interaural cues
(time difference, level difference, coherence) repre-
sent the relevant attributes of the auditory spatial
image that is perceived when listening to a stereo
signal. This assumption implies that in principle
it is possible to reduce a stereo signal to a single
mono channel plus information about the binaural
cues and recover a binaural signal which is percep-
tually equivalent to the original signal. In order to
capture all binaural information processed by the
auditory system, the binaural cues are considered in
frequency bands mimicking the frequency decompo-
sition of the auditory periphery and with a suitable
time resolution.

For loudspeaker playback, it is assumed that the
inter-channel cues represent all attributes of the au-
ditory spatial image perceived by a listener. Simi-
larly as the binaural cues for headphone playback,
the inter-channel cues are considered in frequency
bands mimicking the frequency decomposition of the

auditory periphery and with a suitable time resolu-
tion. This assumption implies that in principle it
is possible to reduce a multi-channel audio signal to
a single mono channel plus information about the
inter-channel cues and recover a multi-channel sig-
nal which is perceptually equivalent to the original
signal.

The use of different inter-channel cues for represen-
tation of auditory spatial image properties can be
motivated as follows. Summing localization [10] im-
plies that perceptually relevant audio channel dif-
ferences for a loudspeaker signal channel pair are
the inter-channel time difference (ICTD) and inter-
channel level difference (ICLD). ICTD and ICLD
can be related to the perceived direction of auditory
events [10, 24, 25]. Other auditory spatial image at-
tributes, such as apparent source width [26] and lis-
tener envelopment [27], can be related to the interau-
ral cross-correlation coefficient (IACC) [28, 26]. For
loudspeaker pairs in the front or back of a listener,
IACC is often directly related to the inter-channel
coherence (ICC) [29] which is thus considered as a
third audio channel difference measure. The con-
sidered inter-channel cues (ICTD, ICLD, ICC) are
similar measures as the binaural cues, but considered
between audio signal channels as opposed to ear en-
trance signal channels. For headphone playback the
inter-channel cues are (ideally) identical to the bin-
aural cues. Thus, in the following we are limiting
the discussion to the inter-channel cues.

The made assumptions may at first sight seem a bit
far fetched. In terms of source localization a recently
proposed auditory model [30] supports the assump-
tion that at least with respect to source localiza-
tion in principle it would be enough to synthesize
the inter-channel cues since source localization ac-
cording to this model depends on these (even in re-
verberant multi-source scenarios). On the practical
side, the surprisingly good performance achieved by
Binaural Cue Coding (BCC) [17, 18, 20] and other
schemes for parametric stereo [21] and multi-channel
audio coding [22, 23] implies that the inter-channel
cues capture a wide range of auditory spatial im-
age attributes. The role ICTD, ICLD, and ICC
may play in determining various attributes of the
auditory spatial image is discussed in [20] (Chapter
3.3.3).
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3. JOINT-CODING OF AUDIO SOURCE SIG-

NALS

As mentioned, the proposed scheme for joint-coding
of audio source signals, shown in Figure 2, is based
on only transmitting the sum of the audio source
signals,

s(n) =

M
∑

i=1

si(n) , (1)

where M is the number of source signals and si(n)
are the source signals.

In addition to the sum signal, side information is
transmitted. As mentioned in the previous section,
the psychoacoustic assumption we are making, is,
that the perceived auditory spatial image is largely
determined by the ICTD, ICLD, and ICC. There-
fore, as opposed to requiring “clean” source signals
si(n) as mixer input in Figure 1, we just require
signals ŝi(n) with the property that they result in
similar ICTD, ICLD, and ICC at the mixer output
as for the case of supplying the real source signals
si(n) to the mixer. There are three goals for the
generation of ŝi(n):

• If ŝi(n) are supplied to a mixer, the mixer out-
put channels will have approximately the same
spatial cues (ICLD, ICTD, ICC) as if si(n) were
supplied to the mixer.

• ŝi(n) are to be generated with as little as possi-
ble information about the original source signals
si(n) (because the goal is to have low bitrate
side information).

• ŝi(n) are generated from the transmitted sum
signal s(n) such that a minimum amount of sig-
nal distortion is introduced.

Without loss of generality, for deriving the proposed
scheme, we are considering a stereo mixer. A further
simplification over the general case is that only am-
plitude and delay panning are applied for mixing. If
the discrete source signals were available at the de-
coder, a stereo signal would be mixed as shown in
Figure 3, i.e.

x1(n) =

M
∑

i=1

aisi(n − ci)

x2(n) =

M
∑

i

bisi(n − di) , (2)

Fig. 3: A mixer for generating stereo signals given a
number of source signals.

where ai, bi, ci, and di are the mixing parameters.

Usually a mixer contains for each source user con-
trols for gain and amplitude panning (pan pot). For
the sake of generality we are also considering delay
panning. Given for each source with index i the gain
Gi in dB, pan pot position ∆Li (expressed as level
difference in dB), and the delay pan pot position τi

in samples, the mixing parameters (2) can be com-
puted:

ai =
10Gi/20

√
1 + 10∆Li/10

bi = 10(Gi+∆Li)/20ai

ci = max{−τi, 0}
di = max{τi, 0} . (3)

In the following, we are computing ICTD, ICLD, and
ICC of the stereo mixer output as a function of the
input source signals si(n). The obtained expressions
will give indication which source signal properties
determine the mixer output ICTD, ICLD, and ICC
(together with the mixing parameters). ŝi(n) are
then generated such that the identified source signal
properties approximate the corresponding properties
of the original source signals.

3.1. ICTD, ICLD, and ICC of the mixer output

The cues are estimated in subbands and as a func-
tion of time. Psychoacoustics suggests that spatial
perception is most likely based on a critical band
representation of the acoustic input signal [10]. This
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frequency resolution is considered by using an in-
vertible filterbank with subbands with bandwidths
equal or proportional to the critical bandwidth of
the auditory system [31, 32].

In the following it is assumed that the source sig-
nals si(n) are zero mean and mutually independent.
A pair of subband signals of the mixer output (2)
is denoted x̃1(n) and x̃2(n). Note that for simplic-
ity of notation we are using the same time index n
for time-domain and subband-domain signals. Also,
no subband index is used and the described anal-
ysis/processing is applied to subbands at each fre-
quency independently. The subband power of the
two mixer output signals is

E{x̃2
1(n)} =

M
∑

i=1

a2
i E{s̃2

i (n))}

E{x̃2
2(n)} =

M
∑

i=1

b2
i E{s̃2

i (n))} , (4)

where s̃i(n) is one subband signal of source si(n) and
E{.} denotes short-time mean, e.g.

E{s̃2
i (n)} =

1

K

n+K/2−1
∑

n−K/2

s̃2
i (n) , (5)

where K determines the length of the moving aver-
age. Note that the subband power values E{s̃2

i (n)}
represent for each source signal the spectral envelope
as a function of time. The time span considered for
the averaging (5) determines the time resolution at
which the inter-channel cues are considered.

The ICLD, ∆L(n), is

∆L(n) = 10 log10

∑M
i=1 b2

i E{s̃2
i (n))}

∑M
i=1 a2

i E{s̃2
i (n))}

. (6)

For estimating ICTD and ICC the normalized cross-
correlation function [33],

Φ(n, d) =
E{x̃1(n)x̃2(n + d)}

√

E{x̃2
1(n)}E{x̃2

2(n + d)}
, (7)

is estimated. The ICC, c(n), is computed according
to

c(n) = max
d

|Φ(n, d)| . (8)

For the computation of the ICTD, τ(n), the location
of the highest peak on the delay axis is computed,

τ(n) = argmax
d

Φ(n, d) . (9)

Now the question is, how can the normalized cross-
correlation function be computed as a function of
the mixing parameters. Together with (2), (7) can
be written as

Φ(n, d) =

∑

M

i=1
E{aibi s̃i(n − ci)s̃i(n − di + d)}

√

E{
∑

M

i=1
a2

i
s2

i
(n − ci)}E{

∑

M

i=1
b2
i
s2

i
(n − di)}

,

(10)
which is equivalent to

Φ(n, d) =

∑

M

i=1
aibiE{s̃2

i
(n)}Φi(n, d − τi)

√

(
∑

M

i=1
a2

i
E{s̃2

i
(n)})(

∑

M

i=1
b2
i
E{s̃2

i
(n)})

, (11)

where the normalized auto-correlation function
Φi(n, e) is

Φi(n, e) =
E{si(n)si(n + e)}

E{s2
i (n)} , (12)

and τi = di − ci. Note that for computing (11) given
(10) it has been assumed that the signals are wide
sense stationary within the considered range of de-
lays, i.e.

E{s̃2

i
(n)} = E{s̃2

i
(n − ci)}

E{s̃2

i
(n)} = E{s̃2

i
(n − di)}

E{s̃i(n)s̃i(n + ci − di + d)} = E{s̃i(n − ci)s̃i(n − di + d)} .

A numerical example for two source signals, illus-
trating the dependence between ICTD, ICLD, and
ICC and the source subband power, is shown in Fig-
ure 4. The top, middle, and bottom panel of Fig-
ure 4 show ∆L(n), τ(n), and c(n), respectively, as
a function of the ratio of the subband power of the
two sources, a = E{s̃2

1(n)}/(E{s̃2
1(n)} + E{s̃2

2(n)}),
for different mixing parameters (3) ∆L1, ∆L2, τ1,
and τ2 (with Gi = 1).

The top panel of Figure 4 indicates that when only
one source has power in the subband (a = 0 or
a = 1), then the mixer ICLD, ∆L(n) (6), is equal
to the amplitude panning parameter ∆Li (3) of the
dominant source. When the power in the subbands
fades from one source to the other, i.e. when a
changes from zero to one, the mixer output level dif-
ference fades from the amplitude panning parameter
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Fig. 4: ∆L(n) (top), τ (n) (middle), and c(n) (bot-
tom) for a critical band as a function of a =
E{s̃2

1(n)}/(E{s̃2

1(n)}+E{s̃2

2(n)}). The mixer parameters
(3) are: ∆L1 = 14 dB, ∆L2 = −14 dB, τ1 = −400 µs,
τ2 = 400 µs (solid); ∆L1 = 18 dB, ∆L2 = 0 dB,
τ1 = −600 µs, τ2 = 0 µs (dashed); ∆L1 = −10 dB,
∆L2 = 10 dB, τ1 = 200 µs, τ2 = −200 µs (dotted). The
source gain has always been chosen to be Gi = 0 dB.

of one source to the amplitude panning parameter of
the other source.

The middle panel of Figure 4 indicates that when
only one source has power in the subband (a = 0 or
a = 1), then the mixer ICTD, τ(n) (9), is equal to
the delay panning parameter τi (3) of the dominant
source. As opposed to the mixer output level differ-
ence, the mixer output time difference is determined
by the delay panning parameter of the source which
has more power in the subband, as indicated by the
hard switch of τ(n) at a = 0.5.

The bottom panel of Figure 4 indicates that when
only one source has power in the subband (a = 0 or
a = 1), then the mixer output coherence, c(n) (8),
is equal to one. Mixer output coherence decreases
when more than one source has power in the sub-
band.

3.2. Necessary side information

The previously derived expressions for the inter-
channel cues occurring when mixing the (origi-
nal) source signals indicate what information other
than the mixing parameters determine the inter-
channel cues of the mixer output signal. The
ICLD (6) depends on the mixing parameters (ai,
bi, ci, di) and on the short-time subband power
of the sources, E{s̃2

i (n)} (5). The normalized sub-
band cross-correlation function Φ(n, d) (11), that
is needed for ICTD (9) and ICC (8) computation,
depends on E{s̃2

i (n)} and additionally on the nor-
malized subband auto-correlation function, Φi(n, e)
(12), for each source signal.

For simplicity of synthesis and for reducing the
amount of side information, only E{s̃2

i (n)} is consid-
ered and it is assumed that the synthesized sources
have the correct Φi(n, e) without explicitly applying
processing for synthesizing it.

In order to further reduce the amount of side infor-
mation, the relative dynamic range of the source sig-
nals is limited. At each time, for each subband, the
power of the strongest source is selected. We found
it sufficient to lower bound the corresponding sub-
band power of all the other sources at a value 24 dB
lower than the strongest subband power. Thus the
dynamic range of the quantizer can be limited to
24 dB.

The power of the sources with indices 2 ≤ i ≤ M
relative to the power of the first source is transmitted
as side information,

∆p̃i(n) = 10 log10

E{s̃2
i (n)}

E{s̃2
1(n)} . (13)

Note that dynamic range limiting as described previ-
ously is carried out prior to (13), avoiding numerical
problems when E{s̃2

1(n)} vanishes. For a sampling
frequency of 44.1 kHz we use 20 subbands and trans-
mit for each subband ∆p̃i(n) (2 ≤ i ≤ M) about
every 12 ms. The relative power values are quan-
tized with a scheme similar to the ICLD quantizer
described in [34], resulting in a bitrate of approxi-
mately 3(M − 1) kb/s.

As opposed to transmitting the subband power val-
ues E{s̃2

i (n)}, other information representing the
spectral envelopes of the source signals could be
transmitted. For example, linear predictive coding
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Fig. 5: The process for generation of ŝi(n). The sum sig-
nal is converted to the subband domain. The subbands
are scaled such that the subband power is approximately
the same as the subband power of the original source
signals. Filtering is applied to the scaled subbands for
de-correlation. The shown processing is carried out inde-
pendently for each subband. FB is a filterbank with sub-
bands with bandwidths motivated by perception. IFB is
the corresponding inverse filterbank.

(LPC) parameters [35, 36] could be transmitted, or
corresponding other parameters such as lattice filter
parameters or line spectral pair (LSP) parameters
[37].

3.3. Reconstructing the sources

Figure 5 illustrates the process that is used to re-
create the source signals, given the sum signal (1).
This process is part of the “Synthesis” block in Fig-
ure 2. The individual source signals are recovered
by scaling each subband of the sum signal with gi(n)
and by applying a de-correlation filter with impulse
response hi(n),

ˆ̃si(n) = hi(n) ? (gi(n)s̃(n))

= hi(n) ?

(

√

E{s̃2
i (n)}

E{s̃2(n)} s̃(n)

)

, (14)

where ? is the linear convolution operator and
E{s̃2

i (n)} is computed with the side information by

E{s̃2
i (n)} =

{

1/

√

1 +
∑

M

i=2
10

∆p̃i(n)
10 , for i = 1

10
∆p̃i(n)

10 E{s̃2
1(n)}, otherwise .

(15)

As de-correlation filters hi(n), complementary comb
filters [38], allpass filters [39, 40], delays [41], or fil-
ters with random impulse responses [42, 20] may

Fig. 6: A mixer for generating directly stereo signals
given the sum of a number of source signals without ex-
plicit computation of the source signals. Gain factors,
delays, and de-correlation are applied independently in
subbands.

be used. The goal for the de-correlation process
is to reduce correlation between the signals while
not modifying how the individual waveforms are per-
ceived. Different de-correlation techniques cause dif-
ferent artifacts. Complementary comb filters cause
coloration. All the described techniques are spread-
ing the energy of transients in time causing artifacts
such as “pre-echoes”. Given their potential for arti-
facts, de-correlation techniques should be applied as
little as possible.

When applying no de-correlation processing
(hi(n) = δ(n) in (14)) good audio quality can also
be achieved. It is a compromise between artifacts
introduced by the de-correlation processing and
artifacts due to the fact that the source signals ŝi(n)
are correlated. When no de-correlation processing is
used the resulting auditory spatial image may suffer
from instability [20]. But the mixer may introduce
itself some de-correlation when reverberators or
other effects are used and thus there is less need for
de-correlation processing.

4. USING SPATIAL AUDIO DECODERS AS

MIXERS

Mixing is directly applied to the transmitted sum
signal (1) without explicit computation of ŝi(n). A
BCC synthesis scheme is used for this purpose. In
the following, we are considering the stereo case, but
all the described principles can be applied for gen-
eration of multi-channel audio signals as well. (Sim-
ilarly, a parametric stereo [21] or MPEG Surround
[22, 23] decoder can be used as mixer).

A stereo BCC synthesis scheme, applied for process-
ing the sum signal (1), is shown in Figure 6. Desired
would be that the BCC synthesis scheme generates a
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signal that is perceived similarly as the output signal
of a mixer as shown in Figure 3. This is so, when
ICTD, ICLD, and ICC between the BCC synthe-
sis scheme output channels are similar as the corre-
sponding cues appearing between the mixer output
(2) signal channels.

The same side information as for the previously de-
scribed more general scheme is used, allowing the
decoder to compute the short-time subband power
values E{s̃2

i (n)} of the sources. Given E{s̃2
i (n)}, the

gain factors g1 and g2 in Figure 6 are computed as

g1(n) =

√

∑M
i=1 a2

i E{s̃2
i (n)}

E{s̃2(n)}

g2(n) =

√

∑M
i=1 b2

i E{s̃2
i (n)}

E{s̃2(n)} , (16)

such that the output subband power and ICLD (6)
are the same as for the mixer in Figure 3.

The ICTD τ(n) is computed according to (9), deter-
mining the delays D1 and D2 in Figure 6,

D1(n) = max{−τ(n), 0}
D2(n) = max{τ(n), 0} . (17)

The ICC c(n) is computed according to (8) de-
termining the de-correlation processing in Figure
6. De-correlation processing (ICC synthesis) is de-
scribed in [18, 43, 40, 42, 20]. The advantages of
applying de-correlation processing to the mixer out-
put channels compared to applying it for generating
independent ŝi(n) are:

1. Usually the number of source signals M is larger
than the number of audio output channels N .
Thus, the number of independent audio chan-
nels that need to be generated is smaller when
de-correlating the N output channels as op-
posed to de-correlating the M source signals.

2. Often the N audio output channels are corre-
lated (ICC > 0) and less de-correlation pro-
cessing can be applied than would be needed
for generating independent M or N channels.

Due to less de-correlation processing better audio
quality is expected.

Best audio quality is expected when the mixer pa-
rameters are constrained such that a2

i + b2
i = 1,

i.e. Gi = 0 dB. In this case, the subband power of
each source in the transmitted sum signal (1) is the
same as the power of the same source in the mixed
decoder output signal. The decoder output signal
(Figure 6) is the same as if the mixer output signal
(Figure 3) were encoded and decoded by a BCC en-
coder/decoder in this case. Thus, also similar audio
quality can be expected.

Also, in this case the decoder can not only determine
the direction at which each source is to appear but
also the gain of each source can be varied. The gain
is increased by choosing a2

i + b2
i > 1 (Gi > 0 dB)

and decreased by choosing a2
i + b2

i < 1 (Gi < 0 dB)
in (16).

5. COMPUTATIONALLY EFFICIENT IMPLE-

MENTATION

As opposed to directly using a filterbank mimick-
ing the frequency resolution of the auditory system,
the proposed scheme can be implemented using a
discrete short time Fourier transform (STFT) us-
ing an efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT) algo-
rithm. Alternatively, other computationally efficient
uniform complex filterbanks, such as a quadrature
mirror filterbank (QMF) may be used. In order
to mimic the non-uniform frequency resolution of
the auditory system, the frequency coefficients are
“grouped” such that each group (denoted “parti-
tion” in [18]) corresponds to an auditory critical
band. The previously described processing is then
applied to each group of coefficients. Details on this
type of processing can be found in [18]. Also, it is
described in [18] how to compute ICLD, ICTD, and
ICC in the STFT domain.

Figure 7 shows our real-time joint-source coding de-
coder implementation including a mixer allowing to
control amplitude panning and gain for each source.
Mixing of stereo, 4-channel, 5.1 surround, and 8-
channel audio signals is supported. Note that the
same bitstream supports all these formats since the
output signal format depends on the mixer and not
on the joint-source coding scheme. The decoder
and corresponding encoder are implemented using
a STFT transform with similar parameters as used
in [18]).
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Fig. 7: The graphical user interface of our real-time
decoder implementation.

6. DISCUSSION

The proposed scheme was motivated and derived
using a stereo mixer with amplitude panning, delay
panning, and gains for each source. For a multi-
channel mixer, the inter-channel cues of the mixer
output relate to the same source properties as for
the stereo case. Thus, the proposed scheme is also
applicable for multi-channel mixers.

Note that mechanically the side information, rela-
tive power in subbands between the sources (13), is
similar to the ICLD used by a BCC (or paramet-
ric multi-channel audio coding) scheme. However,
the meaning of these parameters is different. In the
case of the proposed joint-source coding scheme, the
parameters are relative subband power values for
each source. In the case of BCC, the parameters
are the inter-channel cues between audio channels
important for spatial perception.

Also, the joint-coding synthesis, shown in Figure
5, at first sight looks similar to a BCC synthesis
scheme. The differences are that the filters have not
the purpose of reproducing an ICC parameter re-
lated to a multi-channel signal but merely the pur-
pose of mimicking the mutual (time invariant) in-
dependence of the output source signals. Another
important difference to BCC is that the joint-source
coding output signals are not intended for listening

but post-mixing is required.

7. INFORMAL SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

The audio quality of the proposed scheme is clearly
significantly better than for the previously proposed
scheme BCC for Flexible Rendering. The hard
decision “frequency mask” used in BCC for Flex-
ible Rendering causes more problems the higher
the number of sources is. But even for only two
sources some artifacts are already noticeable when
the sources are concurrently active and are overlap-
ping in time and frequency.

We also experimented using a more complex mixing
process, not only using panning but also effects such
as reverberation. Informal listening revealed that
the proposed scheme performs equally well for more
complicated mixing processes as it does for a simple
mixing process.

As also argued in Section 4, the audio quality of the
proposed scheme is comparable to the audio qual-
ity achieved by BCC and other parametric multi-
channel audio coding techniques for source gains
Gi = 0 dB. For small source gain variations the qual-
ity is hardly impaired, while when large source gain
variations are used quality degrades by a certain de-
gree.

8. CONCLUSIONS

A scheme for joint-coding of independent audio
source signals was proposed. By considering that
the sources are mixed before listening to them, sig-
nificant coding gain improvement can be achieved
compared to the case of independently coding the
sources. Only the information of the individual
sources is coded which is relevant for perception of
the sources after mixing. The waveform of the sum
signal is used as a basis for reconstructing each of
the sources.

By transmitting only the sum signal and low bitrate
side information a plurality of sources is coded ex-
tremely efficiently, while maintaining at the decoder
side the flexibility to mix the sources to stereo, multi-
channel surround, wavefield synthesis, or binaural
audio signals.

Alternatively, it is shown how to generate a mix of
the sources without explicit decoding of the source
signals by use of a BCC or parametric multi-channel
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audio decoder. This is done by computation of the
BCC parameters as a function of the side informa-
tion and mixing parameters.

The audio quality of the proposed scheme is about
the same as the audio quality achieved by a BCC
or parametric multi-channel audio coding scheme, if
the source gains are not modified. The more the
source gains are modified the more potentially the
audio quality degrades.
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